Elastographic imaging using staggered strain estimates.
Conventional techniques in elastography estimate strain as the gradient of the displacement estimates obtained through crosscorrelation of pre- and postcompression rf A-lines. In these techniques, the displacements are estimated over overlapping windows and the strains are estimated as the gradient of the displacement estimates over adjacent windows. The large amount ofnoise at high window overlaps may result in poor quality elastograms, thus restricting the applicability of conventional strain estimation techniques to low window overlaps, which, in turn, results in a small number of pixels in the image. To overcome this restriction, we propose a multistep strain estimation technique. It computes the first elastogram using nonoverlapped windows. In the next step, the data windows are shifted by a small distance (small fraction of window size) and another elastogram is produced. This is repeated until the cumulative shift equals/exceeds the window size and all the elastograms are staggered to produce the final elastogram. Simulations and experiments were performed using this technique to demonstrate significant improvement in the elastographic signal-to-noise ratio (SNRe) and the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNRe) at high window overlaps over conventional strain estimation techniques, without noticeable loss of spatial resolution. This technique might be suitable for reducing the algorithmic noise in the elastograms at high window overlaps.